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IMAGES IN HIV RESEARCH

HIV Replication in LEGO Mosaic
Marshall Bushman, Laurie Zimmerman, and Frederic Bushman

FIG. 1. The image shows the HIV replication cycle, illustrated in LEGO mosaic. A full movie in stop action LEGO can be
viewed at www.bushmanlab.org/lego. The video displays how the HIV virus binds to cells, how preintegration complexes
enter the nucleus, how HIV DNA becomes integrated into human DNA, and how HIV particles assemble. The movie was
made using frames made of LEGO pieces, which were rearranged in between photos. The video was made to explain the
process to younger children, and also as a way to generate interest in the topic.
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HIV REPLICATION IN LEGO MOSAIC

A

IDS education and prevention targeting adolescents
can take many forms.1–4 Early efforts focused on promoting abstinence and faithfulness, combining condom use
and suppression of sexually transmitted diseases. Later efforts added focused interventions targeting populations that
were particularly at risk, or particularly important in sustaining the epidemic. More recently, these approaches have
been further augmented with more biomedical interventions,
and implementation of treatment itself as prevention. All
these approaches together have shown some impressive
successes, but spotlight the challenges; in 2012 an estimated
2.1 million adolescents were living with HIV.2
In an effort to interest children and adolescents in learning
more about HIV, we have created a description of the HIV
replication cycle in LEGO mosaic. Figure 1 summarizes the
replication cycle, and a stop-action movie version can be seen
at www.bushmanlab.org/lego. The hope is to draw in children and adolescents, and maybe adults, with interesting visuals and jumpy music, with a goal of motivating further
investigation of the subject. More information targeted at
children, adolescents, and adults learning about HIV/AIDS
for the first time can be found in the following links: www
.cdc.gov/hiv/risk/age/youth/index.html, www.aidsinfo.nih.gov/
education-materials, www.aidsmap.com/, and http://
hivsystemsbiology.org/wiki/index.php/Introduction.
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